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Systematic “Bottom-up” Coarse-Graining
The Voth group has pioneered the rigorous design and application of systematic
molecular coarse-graining (CG) to study biomolecular, condensed phase, and novel
materials systems. For example, we have used simulations to study protein-protein
self-assembly, membrane-protein interactions, biomolecular and liquid state charge
transport, complex fluids, nanoparticle self-assembly, and charge mediated energy
storage. We’re currently working on making the processes underlying systematic CG
models accessible to the public. These models are characterized by novel and
unique challenges in their parameterization and simulation. By implementing
advances into standard simulation packages and creating a portal and data
depository for accurate models, we’re working to make these accurate scientific
tools more widely used.
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EXAMPLE KEY CHALLENGES

We’re creating a broader systematic CG community via two simultaneous strategies.
First, the technical barriers in the use of CG models are being reduced by implementing
established CG parametrization and simulation techniques into standard workflowbased environments, e.g. as Python libraries, and molecular dynamics packages, e.g.
within LAMMPS. This reduces the technical overhead of CG models. Second, we are
facilitating a central online portal to disseminate relevant information, software
packages, and trained models for general research use. This will reduce redudant
modeling efforts and provide a central location for resources. Together, we hope to
accelerate model design and expedite accurate scientific conclusions for the research
community as a whole.
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• Make it easy for scientists to
reproducibly create CG models
• Combine novel and existing algorithms
to create state-of-the-art results
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OUR APPROACH
• Integrated tools for bottom-up CG
development and simulations
• Open-source network to enable
community-driven development

Fig. 1 An example of the typical process of using a coarse-grained model. First, the scientist must design and systematically parameterize the CG model from reference data. Then the CG model must be
simulated using specialized high performance molecular dynamics software engines.

Coarse-Grained Model Creation

Efficient Coarse-Grained Simulation

CG models are parametrized by comparing to reference finer-grained simulations (e.g. atomistic). Rigorous
techniques for parameterizing CG models are currently implemented in individual codebases and often
require ad hoc modifications for advanced techniques. We are developing systematic tools for end-to-end
model creation and integrating with established software when possible.

Simulations of CG models greatly benefit from custom simulation techniques coupled with innovative
advances in enhanced sampling strategies. Currently, we are working to implement established solutions
into standard simulation packages to increase the number of accurate scientific models per year. We provide
some examples below.
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Complete utilization of UCG models requires dynamic,
i.e. state-dependent, inter-molecular interactions and
bonding topologies. We have developed several variants
of UCG runtime algorithms that are suitable for
different state transition timescales, e.g. infrequent yet
instantaneous [4] or rapid local equilibrium [5-6], as
well as for different environmental conditions, e.g. fixed
chemical potential [7-8]. We have implemented the
necessary runtime elements of these algorithms in
LAMMPS, and plan to disseminate this code as a usercontributed module under the LAMMPS distribution.
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Fig. 3 CG runtime algorithms have
been implemented into LAMMPS

Fig. 2 Schematic of our end-to-end CG model creation framework

CG model creation is often complex with user-specific needs. Our integrated framework uses Python-based
workflows to ease CG model development and deployment. We have created separate modules to perform
different tasks that support the entire CG model generation and distribution cycle:
• Python Wrappers – Provides a user programming interface via Python
• C++ Kernels – Optimized codes that perform data/computing intensive tasks
• Regression Tests – Unit and production-level tests for code fidelity
• Models & Packages – Data, scripts, and iPython notebooks for model distribution
• Documents – Tools to automatically generate documentation
Current parametrization implementations include the multiscale coarse-grained force matching (MSCGFM)
algorithm [1,2], Relative Entropy Minimization or Iterative Boltzmann Inversion. Furthermore, state-ofthe-art CG modeling tactics can be achieved using integrated techniques, such as Ultra-CG (UCG) models in
which CG sites represent internal configurational modalities via discrete states [3-6]. Identification of the
UCG internal states and force field parameterization can be readily achieved with the current framework.

Fine-grained molecular simulations are often too
computationally expensive. For example, certain events may
occur rarely during simulations, in which case either
extremely large or long simulations are required. “Enhanced
sampling” tools enable accelerated observation of these
events. We can reduce the size of systems by coarse-graining
only the environment in our “coarse-grained directed
simulation” (CGDS) approach [9]. For example, a subset of
actin monomers under the effective influence of its assembled
supramolecular filament state can be simulated. Currently,
these tools are integrated into LAMMPS via PLUMED, an
enhanced sampling plugin.

Fig. 4 CG enhanced sampling is
provided via the PLUMED plugin
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Systematic CG models have historically
each research group. However, many
strong potential to be reused. This is
problem that can be solved by storing
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been developed as needed in
systematic CG models have
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and sharing CG data from a

The tools developed to achieve all of the stated goals are created in an open
development process and licensed using Apache and GPL licenses. The
website also features a link to the code base’s GitLab repository. The active
development of the source code for the software element will be publically
visible. The GitLab repository also features a protocol for user code
contributions that can be included into the code base via pull requests. User
contributed code will require regression testing, be reviewed by the core
developers, and be expected to be thoroughly commented for basic quality
control.

Fig. 7 Community forums organize user tips, feedback, and model deposition
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Fig. 5 An image of the CG portal

In addition to integrating (distributing) the key tools for CG/UCG
modeling into LAMMPS, we are creating a community of users to
share models and a pathway for users to contribute to existing code
bases. To build this community, we have created a website, hosted by
The University of Chicago, that will act as a hub for CG/UCG model
development, deposition, and discussion. This includes archives of
the source code, tutorials that introduce users to packages, and
published CG model parameters. Additionally, the website will
provide access to a wiki that will provide “how to” guides for specific
use-cases of the software.

Fig. 6 Comprehensive tutorials of CG modeling, simulation, and analysis

Collectively, these resources provide a central location for scientists to visit
when using systematic CG modeling. Simplifying and systematizing the
process of creating rigorous models allows scientists to focus on the their
application, accelerating novel scientific discoveries and improving
reproducibility. By combining modern software approaches with established
systematic Cging, we aim to effect cultural change in mesoscale molecular
modeling and to focus scientific effort on impactful natural discoveries.
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